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M77 Gallery is pleased to announce the exhibition Cyan Light and Abstract by David 
McDermott & Peter McGough, running from Monday 16 February to Friday 15 May 2015. 
 
The exhibition, specially produced for the interiors of M77 Gallery, is the third show in Italy 
dedicated to the two American artists. After their European debut in 1986 at Lucio Amelio's gallery 
in Naples, and about two decades after the show at the Gian Ferrari gallery in Milan, David 
McDermott (Hollywood, California, 1952) and Peter McGough (Syracuse, New York, 1958) return to 
Milan with their exhibition concept “Cyan Light and Abstract”.   
 
Comprising photographic pieces and paintings, the show is the largest recent panorama of works 
by the two artists, who are familiar to an international audience for their characteristic method and 
artistic language. While using various means of expression, such as photography, painting and 
sculpture, with a variety of techniques and supports, their work is hallmarked by the concept of a 
different, alternative temporal dimension. Elegant, sophisticated and erudite, with an exquisitely 
dandy approach that nonetheless detracts nothing from the depth of their work, McDermott & 
McGough met in New York in 1980. From then, both in art and in their lives, they have been 
conducting a series of “experiments” on time, as can be seen from the back-dating of their works 
in accordance with the scenes depicted, revealing a distant and lost style, and reflecting their 
desire to have nothing in common with the contemporary world, neither with the future, two 
dimensions of time that they consider have no beauty at all. «I have looked into the future and I 
have no intention of going there», said David McDermott in the conversation that he, with Peter 
McGough, had with Michele Bonuomo, published in the catalogue (in a bilingual edition with texts 
in Italian and English) of the works on show. The past dimension of time – expanded, re-
experienced, brought back to new life, and considered as the custodian of an ideal beauty that has 
not been contaminated by contemporary banality – becomes the narrative voice and the 
expressive mode of their identity. 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The exhibition comprises a selection of about 60 works, in a sequence consisting of two major 
sections, one dedicated to cyanotype photography and one to painting. 
 
The 39 photographs in the first section evoke vintage atmospheres by means of the cyanotype 
technique, particularly popular in the pioneering age of photography between the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries. This choice of media can be ascribed to a wish to return the artistic 
experience to a spiritual condition: the blue light recalls the symbolic meanings of an impalpable 
space and a progressive aspiration towards infinity. 
 
The exhibition sequence is completed by 19 acrylic paintings, some on paper and some on 
canvas, whose function is again to provide an interpretation, often provocative, of the present. 
 
This section includes the two artists’ references to pop: images from 1940s and ‘50s films 
reworked by digital printing, then placed in frames with “abstract” geometric motifs and decorated 
using fields of saturated colour. Once again, McDermott & McGough shift the hands of time, 
combining supports and techniques from different ages. 
 
The romantic rediscovery of a time that still has a lot to tell is narrated by the emotions of ten 
gouache paintings. This time, the subjects are lines, which develop an intricate network: geometric 
painting is absorbed and becomes part of a gestural experience. 
 
The works on show suggest “a Baroque abstraction in which, for example, references to Jackson 
Pollock are interwoven with tailors’ patterns,” observes Michele Bonuomo; the sophisticated style 
claims the space and projects the image into a time that cannot be the age in which we are living. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 
McDERMOTT&McGOUGH 

David Walter McDermott was born in 1952 in Hollywood, in California, and he studied at Syracuse University, 

New York, from 1970 to 1974. 
Peter Thomas McGough was born in 1958 in New York, where he studied until 1976. 
Their first exhibition, “Meiji Paintings,” was held in 1983 at the North Store Gallery, New York. 
They have had many solo shows dedicated to their work in the United States, amongst which some of the 

most recent are Culmination (Vito Schnabel, New York, 2014), Suspicious of rooms without music or 
atmosphere (Cheim & Read, New York, 2013), Of Being and Beauty (Cheim & Read, New York, 2011), 

Detroit: Carbro Prints 1958  (Weinstein Gallery, Minneapolis, 2009). 
 
Works by the two artists have also been presented in Europe, most recently Iconic & New Paintings, 
Jablonka Maruani (Mercier Gallery, Brussels, Belgium, 2014), In Dreams You’re Mine, (Galerie Jerôme de 
Noirmont, Paris 2012), 26 Sandymount Avenue (Kunsthalle Wien, Austria, 2010), What You Mean To Me 

(Galerie Jérôme de Noirmont, Paris, 2010), Without You I Am Nothing (Galerie Jérôme de Noirmont, Paris, 

2009), and An Experience of Amusing Chemistry: Photographs 1990-1890 (Irish Museum of Modern Art, 
Dublin, 2008). 
 
In Italy, works by McDermott & McGough were shown for the first time in 1986 at Lucio Amelio’s gallery in 

Naples, and later in Milan, at the Gian Ferrari gallery with the exhibition “1936” held in 1996. 

 
 

M77 GALLERY 

M77 Gallery opened in May 2014 in Milan, in a 1,000 square metre space located in a strategically-important 
area of the “new” Milan, right opposite what will become the fashion district. 

M77 Gallery was founded by Giuseppe Lezzi with the intention of becoming a point of reference for a 
perspicacious and well-informed style of collection, along with a curious outlook with an eye to the finest 

contemporary developments in art. 

More specifically, the Gallery is dedicated to painting and painters who make reference to tradition in their 

spectacular and meaningful interpretation of modernity. 

M77 Gallery is therefore primarily a cultural project where a vision of the future and the roots of the past 
intertwine in the quest to express the present. The spirit of the age that artists embody in their works with 

sensitivity and intensity, receiving ever-increasing recognition from critics and collectors. 
M77 Gallery has launched an important series of projects with internationally prestigious partners, above all 

by developing contacts with the galleries that are sounding the new frontiers of the contemporary age all 
over the world. 

 



 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
USEFUL INFORMATION 
 
Exhibition 

CYAN LIGHT AND ABSTRACT 
by McDermott & McGough 

curated by Michele Bonuomo 
 

From Tuesday 17 February to Friday 15 May 2015 
Inauguration: Monday 16 February, 7.00 pm 
 
M77 Gallery 
Via Mecenate 77 -  20138 Milano   

info@m77gallery.com 
www.m77gallery.com 
tel. 02 84571243 
 Opening times:  Tuesday – Saturday |  11:00 – 19:00 

Closed on Mondays 
 
Catalogue available on request 
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